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Abstract
Post a laryngectomy, oesophageal speakers struggle with communication owing to limitations in producing
speech. Oesophageal speech (ES), therefore, is of poor intelligibility and demands increased listening effort.
With the aim of improving intelligibility for an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system, we performed
three enrichment tasks on oesophageal speech: one heavy-weight strategy (voice conversion) and two light-
weight strategies (cleaning up of undesired silences and synthesis with Wavenet vocoder that generates high
quality natural sounding speech). While voice conversion (targeted at a healthy speaker) is the conventional
approach to improve oesophageal speech, we were motivated to try the aforementioned light-weight strategies,
as they are simple and straightforward, and any improvement with these methods will add to the benefits gained
from other methods. Voice conversion was the most useful enrichment technique in improving ASR scores.
Synthesizing with Wavenet improved the voice quality of some parts of ES but it also added some unwanted
glitches. As a result, it did not improve the ASR scores for ES. Removing undesired silences did not have any
improvement in ASR for a well-trained ES speaker as there were few instances of undesired silences. However,
for a poorly intelligible speaker it showed marginal improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A large number of people (0.4% of the total population of Europe) have speech impairments (1). People with
speech disorders have unsatisfying social lives, as they are difficult to understand and communicate with. Voice
rehabilitation for pathological speech is a way to alleviate this issue by providing restored voices to people with
speech disorders.
Oesophageal Speech (ES) is a pathological speech resulting from the removal of the larynx. It is known to have
poorer intelligibility and demands more effort to listen to compared to healthy laryngeal speech (6,7,8).
In this age, machines are beginning to take the top spot as participants of speech communication. This study
focuses on improving machine communication for oesophageal speakers by enhancing the intelligibility of their
speech using several speech modifications techniques.

2 THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES
Laryngectomy involves the removal of the source or fundamental frequency of the speech. Therefore, the pri-
mary enrichment to make it sound like natural speech involves the addition or reconstruction of the fundamental
frequency (2). Voice conversion has been used for restoration of ES using statistical methods (3).
Another way of enrichment is by removing the unwanted artefacts introduced while speaking, such as swal-
lowing air to speak. These pauses of swallowing that are necessary for ES speech production, disturb the
durations and hence, the rhythm of the speech. Smearing of rhythm of speech is known to affect recognition
(10). Moreover, the swallowing sounds are unpleasant to listen to, affecting the process of listening.
The objective of this study is to implement some light-weight strategies directly on the speech, such as improv-
ing the rhythmic structure of the speech by eliminating undesired silences and improving spectral characteristics
by resythesizing with a high quality natural sounding vocoder. We have used one high intelligibility ES (HIES)
speaker and one low intelligibility ES (LIES) speaker in our study.
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3 METHODS
3.1 Alignment and removal of undesired silences
Segmentation and labelling of ES is a tricky process. The forced alignment feature built into our generic
Spanish Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems was unsuitable for ES. Therefore, using the Montreal
Forced Alignment tool (5), new models were made for ES. Segmentation with this forced aligner gave us the
labels of pauses in the signal. We removed portions in the speech that corresponded to these pauses or silences.
A comparison of the number of pauses and the their duration for HIES and LIES is presented in the results.

3.2 Wavenet synthesis
Wavenet (4) can be used as a vocoder that is known to generate high quality natural sounding speech (11).
We used this ability of wavenet by extracting features (Mel filter bank parameters) from ES and synthesising
samples from wavenet using these extracted features as local conditioning.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our previous work, we performed voice conversion for HIES using GMM and LSTM (9) and the ASR
performance improved by nearly 20% (Table 1).
Removing silences showed improvement for LIES (4.17%, see Table 1) but not HIES. This is possibly because
HIES had fewer pauses. The mean number of pauses per utterance and mean duration of pauses for LIES
(13.99±4.18, 280±53 ms) was higher than that for the HIES (7.56±2.29, 169±60 ms).
Wavenet was not useful in improving ASR, although during informal listening tests, it is reported to be preferred
over other enrichment methods.

Table 1. ASR scores for unprocessed and enriched oesophageal speech for high and low intelligibility speech.
Green text shows numbers where improvement was observed

Our next step is to retain the silences that are desired in the speech (inter-word silences for instance). Also, we
will evaluate these systems from a Human Speech Recognition and listening effort perspective too.

5 CONCLUSIONS
While voice conversion remains the greatest contributor in improving ASR performance, it was observed that
undesired silence removal was beneficial for low intelligibility ES. Synthesis with a rich vocoder did not help
in ASR improvement but it has scope for positive responses in perceptual evaluations.
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